
UCExposure Prospect Evaluation | Corbin Dilday
Height/Position | 6’7 Small Forward
Classification/School | 2024 Benbrook HS

Date: July 23rd, 2023

Lead Evaluator: Coach V (21 Year College Recruiting Coordinator at the D1, D2, D3 & NAIA Levels)

Secondary Evaluator: NCAA D3 AC (Entering his 9th Season with experience at JUCO & D3 Levels)
The Prospect Evaluation is the first step in creating a Recruiting Game Plan for each individual Client

Projected Level |NCAA D3+

Potential Level | NAIA / Partial NCAA D2 (Late April/May)

UC Prospect Evaluation: Hard to gauge his ability to defend at the higher levels from

game film, as a majority of time he is playing in the middle of the zone, so he must become

more active on that side of the ball whether it be man to man or Zone! Even in a zone, you

can showcase your ability to guard players in your areas (Man Principles) by how you bump

cutters, defend the block, help and recover when opponents get in the paint,etc. Most

players when playing zone D, tend to relax and play after the catch. Regardless of the

defense your team is playing, you must learn to fight harder for better positioning, pursue

boards more consistently (Not rely on your Height) and showcase man to man principles

when playing Zone D instead of standing in the middle of the paint. Offensively, Corbin is

a skilled passer for a big man, makes the easy play, and finds the open man within the flow



of the Offense. Has good hands in the paint and does a good job on the catch of reading

the D. With his size and hands, the most exposed trait on game film is he should be a

much better Rebounder on both ends at his size with his feel for the game. Right now

tends to leak out so he can get in transition, instead of attacking the glass then running the

floor. Rebounding is an easy stat to sell when it comes to motor (9+ Boards a Game is

Realistic when you change your Approach / Mindset)With his ability to pass it and shoot it

at his size, you don’t want to be a liability on Defense and on the Glass. Offensively, you are

not a true big, so you must do a better job of sprinting lanes in transition, so the big man

must get back or you will make them pay by getting easy baskets. Right now, you let bigger

posts off the hook by jogging the lanes, instead of sprinting the floor and rim running. Your

best position at the next level will be a stretch 4, so continue to work on your game out of

the High Post while immediately becoming more cognitive of your impact on D and on the

Glass. It takes a lot more time and reps to improve perimeter skill set, but it’s just a choice

at your size to become a great help defender in that zone and Avg. 9+ Boards a Game

which could start happening the next game you play.

Initial Games to Upload to the Player Card:

Game #1: Game #1 should be one where you grabbed the most boards (9+ is Goal) and

made at least 4-5 Defensive Plays in the Zone that will stand out on film (2 blocked shots,

deflection on Post D, charge in the paint, etc.) If you have a game where you score 15+

Points and showcase your ability to defend & board that will ‘Gain Interest’

Game #2: A good 2nd Game would be one showcasing your Versatility on the Offensive

End. Skilled Passer, Hitting Face-Up Jumpers, Finishing in the Paint, and finishing in

transition. Select your best overall Offensive game where you score it at all 3 levels and

have 4 to 5 assists. That is a good starting point!

Recruiting Game Plans are tailored to each individual and designed to elevate

performance, provide prospects insight on what stands out good and bad on game

film, build your initial college lists, and showcase college ready games to the targeted



levels using the Evaluation as our Guide to ‘Gaining Interest’ in the Fall. At

Mid-Season Break we assess player progress, on court performance, and academic

standing so we can begin matching our clients with the right FIT!

College Ready Strengths to Showcase |Offensive Skill Set (Passing & Scoring Inside/Out)

Help Defender when you get fully Engaged will really increase your Stock (When you are

active on Help D you look much better on Game Films)

Areas Exposed that must Improve | Consistency on both Defense and the Glass.

Improving your ability to take it off the bounce from the HP area (Work on this behind

closed doors)

Focus Points for the Fall Semester

REBOUND, REBOUND, REBOUND then Run the Floor (9+ RPG is realistic goal) Watch

some full games and assess your position and effort on Help D. You have great instincts

and the skill set to really stand out as a scholarship level help defender. Don’t use the

Zone D as an excuse to relax, use it as a means to be a great off ball defender. Work on

your HP Game on your own. Shots from the HP, taking it off the bounce, and hitting

mid-range pull-ups all from the HP.

Corbin’s Highlight Video for Social Media Athlete Marketing

Length: 1:30 Max | 20-25 Clips that will stand out to College Coaches

College Ready Strengths to Highlight: First Highlight select clips showing your Versatility

at your size on the offensive end. 5-7 Buckets in the Paint when you catch on the block,

add 3-4 passes when drawing double teams that lead to layups or wide open 3’s for

teammates, and pick 3-4 perimeter makes. If you can find some PnR shots where you Pop,

or shots out of High Post those will be good to add.



Position Specific Winning Plays to Include: 5 of your best Offensive Rebound putbacks

where you go get the ball. Play BIG, don't let boards come to you because you're tall. Big

Difference when evaluating game films.

Spring Semester | Targeting the Right FIT

● Based on professional insight from an experienced recruiting coordinator or current

college coach, our formula is proven when it comes to matching players with a FIT

○ Offensive fit | Your best fit as you continue to improve in all facets will be as

a stretch 4 who sets ball screens, can play down low against mismatches, but

really develops into a face up 4 man with your ability to pass the ball & run

the floor.

○ Defensive fit |Match up Zone or Packline Man to Man defense where the

premium is on 5 vs 1 help defense principles. You have moments where you

really stand out as a potentially great help defender. Turn those moments

into 32 minutes before the Spring and your game films will start moving you

up college coaches boards.

UC Recruiting Game Plans provide ongoing insight through the lens of college coaches to

accurately guide ‘Top Prospects’ on game films to upload, areas they must improve, and

what strengths to showcase on their UC Recruits Player Cards as we continue to track

progress. Our Formula is Proven and has led to 200+ Clients since 2020 Accepting Offers

at the highest Potential Levels.

Corbin Dilday’s Recruiting Game Plan

Fall Semester (Follow Your Game Plan): #1 Stat Goal - Avg. 9+ Rebounds a Game in the

Fall. (4+ On Offense) #2 Build a Routine in the weight room / court. When you make it part

of your weekly schedule you will stick to it. Get more serious starting now in the weight

room. You don’t have to gain 15-20 pounds of muscle to think, play, and finish stronger.

Hitting the weights gives you that confidence / toughness in the paint when you're thinner.

Add 4 days a week x 55 minutes of working on your game in the High Post (Shots, Off the



Bounce, Mid-Range pull-ups, etc. Game Speed, Game Shots, from High Post Spots) #3 After

every 3rd Game Evaluate your off ball Defense and Sprinting Lanes on Offense (If you

watch fewer things, you are most likely to improve both in one semester) These 2 areas

you should self assess. Best of luck and let’s get to work on getting you looks, Corbin!


